
Tapestry Weaving Fundamentals 
by one of our Favorite Weavers Amy Bondanella 

When first starting to weave (and even when you are an experiences weaver) I encourage you 
to:


• Be fearless and experiment with fibers, colors, textures and shapes


• Embrace your “mistakes” and turn them into design elements.  


Items you will need to get started:


• Loom


• Shed stick or weaving sword


• Shuttles:  you can make your own out of cardboard or wrap your yarn around some 
tightly rolled up paper.


• Tapestry needle


• Beater:  you can use a fork or hair pick


• Scissors


• Cardboard strip the width of the loom


• Your fibers to weave with and a warp (can be any strong non-stretchy yarn) I like to use 
a basic white cotton.  Tapestry weaving is weft-faced which means the bulk of the warp 
threads are hidden under the weft (the horizontal yarns or fibers you are doing the 
weaving with).


Warping your loom: 

Decide how wide you’d like your weaving to be.  It can be as 
big as your loom.  If you go smaller try to center the warp 
threads.  Tie an overhand knot and slip the knot over the first 
peg.  Now, keeping a tight tension, travel up and down the 
loom wrapping your warp around the top and bottom pegs until 
you get to your desired width.  It’s best to try and work with an 



even number of warp threads.  You can also wrap every other peg if you are using chunkier 
yarns or fibers.  When you reach your last peg tie a double knot around it and trim.  Be sure to 

leave enough of a tail that you 
can easily weave into your 
finished work with a tapestry 
needle.  


At this point take a shed stick 
and slide it into your warp going 
over and under alternating 
threads.  When you get all the 
way across flip the stick onto its 
end creating a space between 
raised and lowered warp 
threads (this is called the shed).  
Slide a strip of cardboard into 
this space and move it all the 
way to the bottom of the loom.  
It gives you a nice straight base and leaves enough length of warp 

threads at the bottom for you to weave in and finish.  


Winding your shuttle: 

Tie a slip knot with your chosen yarn and slip it over one of the pointed ends of the shuttle.  
Wrap the yarn in a figure 8 motion along one side of the shuttle, and then switch to the other 
side and wrap in a figure 8 motion again.  Don’t make this thicker that that shed space you 
create with your shed stick.  You want your shuttle to slide freely through the shed space when 
weaving.  




Plain weave (aka Tabby) 

 Use your shed stick to slide over under every warp thread and flip it on its end to create that 
shed space.  Slide your loaded shuttle through the shed and leave a tail about 4 to 5 inches 
that you can weave in when finishing the tapestry.  Make an arc with your yarn.  You can 
remove the shed stick at this point.  Use your beater or your fingers to push the yarn down to 
the cardboard at the bottom.  I like to start at the middle of the arc and then do the sides.  It 
helps with tension and keeping nice edges to your work (selvedges).  


On your next row use your shed stick again but this time instead of going over under, you want 
to go under over, picking up the opposite warp threads.  Slide your shuttle through the shed 
from the opposite direction now.  Remember to arc the yarn.  Don’t pull it through too tight.  
You want the yarn to wrap around that first warp thread with out pulling it inwards.  Just let it 
lightly tough that first warp thread as it will move inwards a little when you beat the row down.  


Continue weaving in tis manner changing colors and fibers whenever you like.  Just leave a 
long enough tail end to weave in when finishing.  Experiment with changing colors in the 

middle of rows and creating 
wave like shapes.  


Finishing: 

Flip the loom over and weave in all your ends with a tapestry needle and trim off the excess 
after you’ve woven them in.  Now you can snip warp threads one peg at a time and tie the pair 
in a square not…right over left then left over right.  Do this one by one across the top pegs.  
Then remove the cardboard at the bottom and snip and tie peg by peg again.  Weave in the 
warp ends with a tapestry needle and snip any excess off.  Now your weaving is ready to hang!


You can use anything you want to hang it…a dowel or tree branch copper pipe…Be Creative!  
Just make sure it is a few inches wider than your tapestry.  


Select a yarn to hang with, cut it about 2.5 times the width of the tapestry.  Bury and secure the 
end of the yarn by weaving up and down a few inches and end at the top edge.  I like to wrap 
and sew the yarn around the stick or dowel to attach it, but you can be as creative as you like 
and attach it how you want…remember be creative and experiment!  Do the same thing on the 



other end of the stick or dowel using enough yarn to make the tapestry hang the way you 
would like it to.  Now pick a space in your home and hang your tapestry!


This was just the beginning of tapestry weaving.  There are many techniques that I will be 
showcasing for you in the months to come to add fun elements to your tapestries.  Keep an 
eye out for more to come!!!  Hint***** one of the easiest ways to add some fun texture to 
your tapestry weaving is to use handspun art yarns (like the ones you can purchase from 
Crafty Housewife Yarns) with your regular store bought yarns.  They add pops of fun 
texture in your simple tabby weave! 


